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BRISTOL'S COURTS OF LAW
In 1373 Bristol became a county, separate from Gloucestershire and
Somerset. The charter granting this change in status acknowledged that
in the petition that preceded it the townspeople had asserted:

the same town to be situate partly in the County of Gloucester and partly in the County
of Somerset; and although the town aforesaid from the towns of Gloucester and
Ilchester, where the county courts, assizes, juries and inquisitions are taken before our
Justices and other Ministers in the Counties aforesaid, is distant by thirty leagues of a
way deep in winter time especially and perilous to travellers, the burgesses,
nevertheless, of the said town of Bristol are on many occasions bound to be present at
the holding of the county courts, assizes, juries and inquisitions aforesaid, by which
they are sometimes prevented from paying attention to the management of their
shipping and merchandise, to the lowering of their estate and the manifest
impoverishment of the said town. 1

From that time until the 19th century criminal and civil justice was for
the most part2 administered in a number of courts situated within Bristol
the profits of which accrued to the Corporation.
A number of reforms, principally relating to criminal courts, resulted
from the Municipal Corporations Act 1835 and wholesale reform
occurred in 1971 when the Courts Act abolished alm9st all local courts
then remaining and introduced the Crown Court system. For the most
part, therefore, the courts described here were not in existence after
18305.
This pamphlet is an attempt to identify ahd describe Bristol's law
courts and to indicate what records are available. For the main part the
courts' records, in so far as they are extant, are housed in Bristol Record
Office whose staff have compiled an extremely useful abstract of them.
There also exist helpful summaries of what records have survived by
N. Dermot Harding3 and in Elizabeth Ralph's Guide to Bristol Archives
Office (Bristol 1971). Identities of the courts' various officials will be
found in Bristol Lists: Municipal and Miscellaneous by Alfred B. Beaven
(Bristol 1899). It is hoped that the footnotes will direct the reader to
sources where more detailed information is available; the introductions
by the learned editors of the Bristol Record Society's publications are
particularly helpful. The Charters and Royal Letters Patent referred to
will be found in the relevant volume of the Bristol Record Society
series. 4

1

The author apologises for the large number of footnotes in this
pamphlet but, in mitigation, points out that this illustrates the extent of
the sources available to readers seeking further information on this topic.
Most of the persons tried in the criminal courts would have been
incarcerated. For completeness, therefore, a note briefly describing
Bristol's prisons is included.
CIVIL JURISDICTION
In the 21st century the administration of civil justice is the responsibility
of a unified system centrally administered. During the period under
consideration, however, there existed a number of courts vying for
business because the right to hold a court was a privilege with some
profit attached to it and, indeed, penalties were imposed upon anyone
bringing an action elsewhere when it could have been brought in a local
court. In 1617 two burgesses were each fined £10 because they raised
actions in Westminster instead of in a local court.5 Of the courts existing
at the time of the 1373 charter the Tolzey Court was the hardiest; it
continued in use until the passing of the Courts Act in 1971.
Bristol Record Office holds six vohJmes containing depositions made
before the civic authorities in connection with a wide variety of subjects,
including loss of ships and merchandise at sea, non-payment of debts,
domestic quarrels, thefts and making of bonds. The entries may therefore
relate to a number of civil courts.6
Hundred Court7
This is the original borough court and is referred to in a charter of 1188
(providing that it should be held once a week only) in such a manner
that suggests that it was then already in existence. In addition to the
semi-judicial functions normally performed by hundred courts it dealt
with debts contracted according to the custom of the town and disputes
concerning land within the town. It survived the charter of 1373 but by
the middle of the 15th century was in decline.
Market Court
Existing alongside the Hundred Court, the earliest reference to the court
is contained in an Inquisition of 1285.8 As its name implies the court's
functions were no doubt confined to the activities of the market. Its fate
is obscure.
County Court (1373)
The 1373 charter provided:

And that the same Sheriff of Bristol shall hold his County-court in the same place from
month to month on a Monday as other Sheriffs in the same realm hold their County-courts.
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Such a court would have had undefined and almost unlimited jurisdiction
but 'up to the present time no satisfactory evidence has been found of its
activities during the Middle Ages.'9
Tolzey and Pie Poudre Courts
The origins of the Tolzey or Sheriff's Court are not clear. Dr. Veale
suggests that it may have evolved from the market court or the hundred
court.10 Another author also suggests that the hundred court was the
precursor.11 At all events it was well established by 1373 because the
charter of that year expressly preserved its jurisdiction. The court
determined all civil disputes to an unlimited amount where the cause of
action arose within Bristol and its liberties and precincts.12 The name,
derives from the name of a room in Corn Street where tolls were
collected and where, it is assumed, the court originally sat but by
medieval times hearings took place at the Guildhall in Broad Street.13
A court of Pie Poudre was a temporary court set up during the
continuance of a fair or market to deal with disputes between merchants
trading there. It is generally thought that the name is a corruption of the
French for 'dusty feet.' Sandford Cole comments 'This explanation seems
more likely to be correct than the rather fantastic notion 'that justice was
done as speedily as the dust can fall from the traveller's foot.' Bristol at one
time probably had three Pie Poudre courts, each associated with one of the
three major fairs; three seventeenth century court books of the Whitson or
Court of St. James are held at Bristol Record Office. Another such court
became amalgamated with the Tolzey Court and sat in Old Market during
which time sittings of the Tolzey Court in the Guildhall were suspended.
It was held annually for fourteen days commencing on 30 September
when a proclamation was read at the Stag and Hounds in Old Market
Street. Felix Parley's Bristol Journal reported on 1 October 1836:
PIE POUDRE COURT. According to annual custom, this ancient Court was opened
yesterday in the Old Market, before Sir Charles Wetherell, Knt., to whose jurisdiction
as Recorder, under the Municipal Corporations Act, all the Courts of Record in this
City are transferred. This circumstance caused a much larger attendance than usual, and
many long-resident citizens witnessed for the first time in their lives the curious
ceremony which has for many centuries accompanied this annual process. Arthur
Palmer, Esq., the venerable and respected Prothonotary, having called upon the
representatives of certain Ancients to come forth and 'do suit and service,' and none
of them obeying the summons, he asked the Recorder if it was his pleasure that they
should be amerced, but the learned judge did not enforce the penalties. Toast and ale,
toasted cheese and metheglin (no mean beverage when well made) were then liberally
distributed, not only to the gentlemen at the table, but to the outstanders, and many a
hearty laugh was enjoyed at some of the unlucky wights being drenched on the outside
by the contents of the tempting bowl, instead of comforting the inner man with the
well-spiced ale. The Recorder returned to the Council-house in his carriage; the
Prothonotary, preceded by the mace-bearers, went in procession on foot as usual.14
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Opening the Pie Poudre Court 1 October 1934 (Bristol Record Office)
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Until the Municipal Corporations Act 1835 the sheriff presided over
the Tolzey Court but in practice played no part in the proceedings; since
the 15th century an officer known as the steward, who was a barrister of
at least three years' standing, tried all causes. After the implementation
of the act the recorder became ex officio judge of �he Tolzey Court. The
court was administered by an officer known as the prothonotary before
1835 and as the registrar after that date. Four sergeants at mace were the
only persons authorised to execute the process of the court. The steward
or recorder normally heard cases with a jury until the Jur:ies Act 1918 15
restricted the right to a trial by jury in civil cases.
The court was in regular use until the 20th century and its survival
appears to be, to some extent, due to its readiness to adopt procedures to
suit plaintiffs. By the thirteenth century the court had adopted the Law
Merchant procedure, one of the principal features of which was the ability
to obtain a judgement against a defendant who failed to appear, a remedy
that was not available in the common law courts. 16 Once having obtained
judgement a successful plaintiff had to enforce it, a task not without its
difficulties where the defendant had no tangible assets within the court's
jurisdiction. Here again the court tried to help by means of a process known
as 'foreign attachment'; this was a form of garnishee by which the plaintiff
could 'in the absence of the debtor, summarily attach his goods or money
in the hands of a third party for payment of a debt.' 17 This was particularly
advantageous when a debtor had no assets in the city upon which the
sergeants at mace could distrain but who was owed money by a third party
who was in Bristol; the plaintiff could by this process recoup his debt from
the funds in the hands of the third party. In about 1830 Arthur Palmer, the
prothonotary, commented 'the very advantageous process of foreign
attachment, which is most highly beneficial to the citizens of Bristol has
been immemorially used.'18 However, some ten years later another author
recorded that the process was then 'not much used.' 19
The court's jurisdiction was not limited to claims for money and other
commercial transactions; its diverse nature was illustrated in 1947 when
the court heard an action for libel. The defendant agreed with his wife's
suggestion that the plaintiff, a respectable married woman, had
committed misconduct with him. The judge found in the plaintiff's
favour and awarded her £100 damages.20
The Tolzey Court saw an increase in business in the 1960s when
plaintiffs found that the fees payable to the court were lower than those
in the High Court and County Court but that, if successful, the costs
awarded were higher. In July 1962 the town clerk reported that during
the previous six months 275 actions had been commenced in the court.
Some critics considered the court to be an anomaly, Alderman
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Hennessey describing it as 'outdated and reactionary.'21 Some two years
later there were claims that landlords and tenants were using the court
in collusive actions to leapfrog the housing list. However the Prevention
from Eviction Act 196422 restricted the hearing of possession actions to
county courts whose judges were given power to suspend possession
orders for up to twelve months.
The court was abolished by the Courts Act 1971. The last hearing
took place before Sir Joseph Malony QC, the Recorder of Bristol, on
3 December 1971 when it dealt with a claim for the cost of repairs to the
roof of a house in Westbury-on-Trym.
Bristol Record Office holds a substantial amount of judicial,
administrative and financial records together with a number of
photographs and other illustrative material.

Staple Court

A Staple was an institution to control the export of wool, hides and lead
and, by a statute of 1353, 23 Bristol became a Staple town. This status
also imported the right to hold a Staple Court to enforce contracts
between the merchants of the Staple.

Very little is known about the way in which the staple organisation worked in medieval
Bristol and all the evidence points to it being ... a body whose main function was the
administration of a particular kind of justice in mercantile affairs for a privileged
community of ll)embers ... It seems likely that the leading merchants of Bristol were
members, but there is no evidence that it was limited to them.24

Justice was speedy and the law administered differed from the common law
in that it was adapted to the needs and practice of merchants; appeals were
difficult. The Staple was administered by the mayor of the Staple and two
constables and the execution of the court's judgements, which was a speedy
process, was in the hands of four sergeants at mace. From 1379 onwards the
mayor of Bristol was invariably appointed as the mayor of the Staple.
The Bristol Staple had become of little importance by the middle of
the 15th century but the court continued to function until towards the end
of the 17th century as a forum for the recovery of small debts. The last
known mention of it is in a document dated 1688.25
Some court records for the 16th and 17th centuries are held in Bristol
Record Office and two volumes of the court book have been printed by
Bristol Record Society, the introduction to which comprises an extensive
description of the Staple system and Bristol's part in it.26

connection with Bristol land and rents and also claims relating to
trespass, debt etc.. This may have resulted in conflicting claims to
jurisdiction in the local courts but an ordinance of 1450 declared that:

the seyde clerke ne non of his successoures in the seide office shall not take noon
accion a fore the seyde Meyre and Shreve saf only Accions of trespace and deceyt And
a fore the seyd Meyre and his successoures as Mere of tbe Estaple Within the seyd
town And the Constables Accions of Dette as hit hath been of olde tyme vstd And alle
other accions to be referred to the courte of Tolsey withinne the seyde town.27

In 1499 the court's jurisdiction was transferred to the mayor and two
aldermen. 28 The court's powers appear to have been absorbed by the
Tolzey Court by about the middle of the 18th century.
Actions and writs (including some Staple Court Writs) for the 16th
and 17th century and other records are held at Bristol Record Office.

Admiralty Court29
- By Royal Letters Patent dated 1446 and 1461 Bristol gained exemption
from the jurisdiction of the High Admiral and thus had the right to hold a
court of Admiralty having jurisdiction (both criminal and civil) dealing with
such matters as piracy, disputes over prize money, obstruction of the river,
wreck and royal fish;30 its extent also included some small ports on the
north Somerset coast.31 There were frequent disputes with the High Court
of Admiralty over the question of the court's jurisdiction32 and in 1835 the
commissioners reported that the jurisdiction had been lost.33
Bristol Record Office holds some sixteenth and seventeenth century
records of the court including the papers in the case of Tyger v Lizard
which illustrate the corporation's attempts to establish their right to try
such cases:
Soon after the Tyger arrived in Kingroad on Sunday 31 August 1707, about twenty of
the crew took the longboat, and attempted to reach the shore, but were pursued by a
boat sent from H.M.S. Lizard with orders to impress them. The press-gang fired several
musket shots at the longboat, by which one sailor was killed, another mortally
wounded, and several others maimed; and the remaining fugitives then surrendered.
The city magistrates complained strongly of the outrage and requested the Admiralty
to give up the murderers for trial by ordinary law, but Prince George of Denmark, Lord
High Admiral, refused, stating that the case would be left to a court martial.34

Orphans

The Mayor was recognised as the 'Father' of all orphans in the city. On the death of the
head of a family, it was the duty of the man's executors to deposit his assets in the hands
of the chief magistrate and his assistants, who undertook to administer the estate until the
offspring came of age, and in the meantime to provide for their education and training.35

Mayor's Court
As well as preserving the jurisdiction of the Tolzey Court, the charter of
1373 also gave the mayor and sheriff jurisdiction to try all pleas in

This duty had been cast upon the Mayor by Royal Letters Patent of
133136 and was administered in the Court of Orphans. Some records are
held in Bristol Record Office, the latest being dated 1700, and one set
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of the court's rules is included in the volume of the Mayor's Court rules.
The court was not in existence when the Municipal Commissioners
reported in 1835.
Court of Conscience
The court was created in 1689 by statute entitled an Act for Certain
Courts of Conscience in the Cities of Bristol and Gloucester and the
Liberties thereof37 the preamble of which recited:
WHEREAS the City and County of the City of Bristol ... [is] very populous, and many
poor Artificers and Labourers, and others inhabiting therein, amongst whom ... divers
vexatious Suits for several Debts are daily commenced and prosecuted, which are much
more expensive to the Parties than the respective Debts and Causes of Action for-which
they sue, to the Ruin of them, their Wives and Children, and filling the Prison with
miserable Debtors, and creating great Charge to the several Parishes wherein they were
Inhabitants, for their Support and Maintenance:

The jurisdiction was limited to the recovery of debts not exceeding £2
in value and the Commissioners authorised to hear cases were the mayor,
aldermen and common council of the city. The act laid down the scale
of costs allowed to a successful litigant and enjoined the Commissioners
to try cases 'with Equity and good Conscience ... not tying themselves
to the exact Forms and Methods of the Common Law or other Courts of
Justice.' It declared the court's judgements to be final and that any
judgement against a defendant living in Bristol for a sum less than £2
obtained in any other court would be null and void.
Proceedings were seldom reported and if they were, only sketchily.
However, this changed with the advent of James Acland in 1827.
A newcomer to Bristol, A.eland founded, edited, wrote and may even personally have
sold the Bristolian, Bristol's first daily 'newspaper', which frequently changed its name
in an attempt to evade newspaper tax.38

The court's procedure and scale of costs were examined critically by
Acland to the extent that on one occasion the clerk described him as an
'unworthy being,' a 'public pest' and a 'vile, deliberate slanderer.'39
The court's procedure was described by the Municipal Commissioners
in 1835 who pointed out that the costs then awarded were in excess of
those authorised by the act.40 Nevertheless the court was popular; the
Commissioners noted that over 100 summonses were issued each week.
The 1689 act was repealed and replaced in 1837.41 The new act
brought the scale of fees up to date and made other changes in procedure
including a provision that no barrister, attorney or solicitor should appear
as an advocate in the court. The court continued to be well used; on a
single day in 1837 it dealt with 430 cases,42 but despite its popularity it
was superseded by the newly established County Court in 1847.
The Bristol Record Office holds a book of Actions for the years
1692-1756.
8

Court of Requests
By the beginning of the 19th century some plaintiffs wishing to claim a
relatively modest sum were experiencing difficulties. The Tolzey Court
was not available to litigants where the cause of action arose outside the
city boundaries, and residents of places outside ,the city boundary but
within the conurbation might well be forced to issue proceedings at
Westminster and travel there or to Gloucester or Ilchester when a hearing
at Nisi Prius took place. This applied also to plaintiffs who lived within
the city when the cause of action arose outside it. . The result, in
1816,was an Act For the More Speedy and Easy Recovery of Small
Debts in the City & County of Bristol and the Liberties thereof and in
the Several Parishes and Places therein mentioned in the Counties of
Gloucester and Somerset43 which recited:

it would be highly beneficial and greatly tend to the Improvement and Encouragement
of Trade and Commerce in the said City ... and in the said other Parishes and Places,
and to the necessary Support and Protection of useful Credit within the same, and
Prevention of Fraud and Delay, if a Court of Requests were established : .. for the more
speedy and easy Recovery of Small Debts.

The act applied to debts over the sum of £2 and below £15 where the cause
of action arose within Bristol; it also extended to the out parishes of Clifton,
St. James, St. Paul and St. Philip & Jacob, the tything of Stoke Bishop and
the parishes of Westbury-on-Trym and Bedminster. Hearings took place
before commissioners comprising the mayor, aldermen, councillors and
certain householders. The act made provision for the appointment of a
barrister of at least six years' standing as assessor.
The appointment of clerk to the court resulted in some intense
lobbying, as the post was apparently attractive to local attorneys. William
Diaper Brice, who at that time was the city solicitor, wrote to fellow
attorney Alderm·an Henry Bengough on 24 May 1816:

... I took the liberty of writing to you yesterday as to the office of Clerk. I am well
aware my dear Sir of your kind intentions in my favour but I thought it not improper
as I am about to address a letter to the Gentlemen of the Corporation, altho' they have
I may almost say generally been so kind as to give me great encouragement.44

His rival for the post was George Webb Hall who had been Brice's
predecessor as City Solicitor. Brice wrote again to Bengough on 29 June:

I understand Mr. Hall has communicated ... a statement of his claims to the situation
of Clerk [and] I think it right to answer the general points urged by [him] viz. his claim
in consequence of having been formerly Solicitor and the loss which he may sustain
as Deputy Registrar of the Court of Conscience. As to the first point, Mr. Hall having sold
me his interest in the situation for £1,000 it must be obvious that the present Solicitor
stand precisely in his situation and that any claims on that account are not vested in him.
With reference to any loss which Mr. Hall may sustain I ... will cheerfully pay to him
out of the profits of the place ... the utmost loss ... that he has incurred.45

Brice was appointed.
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The appointment of assessor was similarly contentious. The assessor
originally appointed in 1816 was Ebenezer Ludlow; he resigned in 1819
to become town clerk. His predecessor as town clerk was Samuel
Worrall who had to resign his office when he became bankrupt. Ludlow
had agreed to pay Worrall an annuity of £400 and members of the
council tried to persuade Edward Daniel (who became assessor in August
1819) to contribute towards the annuity by paying Ludlow £200 per
annum. Daniel refused to be party to the arrangement and resigned the
appointment in the following December.
The court was not without its critics; one of them, Charles Houlden
Walker, a campaigning attorney, published a pamphlet46 containing a
number of open letters that he had written to The Bristol Mercury
claiming that the circumstances surrounding the appointment of the
assessor and clerk amounted to trafficking in judicial offices. He also
criticised the court's procedure, particularly the fact that summonses did
not have to be served personally and that the court was too ready to accept
the plaintiffs oath that the money was due. He claimed that the costs
awarded against defendants were excessive. Despite these strictures, or
perhaps because the procedure favoured plaintiffs, the court was well used;
the Municipal Commissioners reported that the average number of processes
issued during the years 1830, 1831 and 1832 was 1,392 per annum. 47
The court lapsed with the coming of the County Court in 1847.
Records for the whole of the period of the court's existence are held
by Bristol Record Office.

County Court (1847)
'[In 1815], with the exception of the postal service, the State performed
no function of immediate use to the tax-payer.'48 Within 30 years
central government was beginning to play a greater part in citizens' lives
and the establishment of the county court system played no small part in
this process. 'Whereas' ran the recital to An Act for the More Easy
Recovery of Small Debts and Demands in England49

the county court is a court of ancient jurisdiction, having cognisance of all pleas of
personal actions to any amount by virtue of a writ of justicies issued in that behalf; and
whereas the proceedings in the county court are dilatory and expensive, and it is
expedient to alter and regulate the manner of proceeding in the courts established under
the recited acts of parliament for the recovery of small debts and demands [i.e. the
courts of request]

Bristol County Court by Samuel Loxton (Bristol Reference Library)

Although the new courts had the name of the ancient county courts their
procedure and administration were not ancient. A county court judge
appointed by the Lord Chancellor presided over them and determined all
questions of law and fact, although in some circumstances either party
could request a jury.
10
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The new court was established in Bristol in March 1847 and was
originally called the Gloucestershire County Court at Bristol, no doubt
in an attempt to establish a connection with the court of 'ancient
jurisdiction', but it became the Bristol County Court at the tum of the
century. It initially had jurisdiction to hear cases under common law for
amounts up to £20. The act setting up the court abolished the Court of
Conscience and Court of Requests, but not the Tolzey Court. The new
court was soon very much occupied; on 29 November 1847 the judge
disposed of nearly 130 cases, many litigants appearing in person
although some defendants were represented by a wife, a neighbour or a
friend. The financial level of jurisdiction gradually increased over the
years; admiralty and equity actions were added in 1865 and bankruptcy
and winding up of companies followed shortly afterwards.
In 1875 District Registries of the High Court were established in
conjunction with the County Court so that litigants were no longer
obliged to travel to London · to file papers or deal with interlocutory
matters; full hearings continued to take place either in London or when
the judges came to Bristol on circuit.
The County Court sat at St. Werburgh's Chambers in Small Street
and by 1908 over 21,000 plaints were issued annually, the amount being
claimed was nearly £70,000.
Comprehensive records from 1847 are held at Bristol Record Office.
Bankruptcy
Until a statute of 184250 bankruptcy jurisdiction was exercised by local
commissioners but they were very poorly supervised and their practices gave
rise to innumerable complaints. In that year district bankruptcy courts were
established, presided over by a district commissioner appointed by the Lord
Chancellor, but the courts were short-lived as the work was handed over to
the county courts in 1869. The last commissioner in Bristol was Matthew
Davenport Hill 'who had gained a wide-spread reputation for his exertions
on behalf of reformatory institutions and prison reform [and who] retired
into private life amidst many tokens of respect.'51
The county court's responsibility for this sphere of law was itself of
short duration. It lasted until 1884 when the first official receiver was
appointed.
Bristol Record Office has some bankruptcy dividend and receipt books
from 1843 until 1868 and the official receiver's records from 1884.

appointment of officers. They also heard claims relating to disputed debts
of amounts less than two pounds; the origin of that jurisdiction lay in the
medieval county court's power to adjudicate on debts of that amount.
Some records of the Barton Regis court leet and courts baron and
hundred courts in districts on the periphery of Bristol (e.g. Bedminster,
Henbury, Blackswarth and Filton) are held by Bristol Record Office. The
decline of the manorial courts was hastened by the decline of copyhold
tenure but nevertheless they were still being used for debt collection in
the nineteenth century; as an example, 32 summonses for debt (mostly
amounting to 39s: l ld) were issued in Henbury Hundred Court for the
year 1835. The court sat every three weeks at the George and Dragon,
Shirehampton, and the majority of the money claimed was recovered.52
Assize and Nisi Prins
Although the local courts had exclusive jurisdiction to hear civil cases
where the cause of action arose within Bristol, there were many
circumstances when the litigants had to start their actions in the central
courts at Westminster. Originally all such common law actions were
heard there and the sheriff was directed to bring a jury from the place
where the cause of action arose to Westminster. However a statute of
128453 directed the justices of assize to hear actions in the place where
the cause of action arose and the sheriff was directed to bring the jury
to Westminster 'unless before that day' (nisi prius) the justices came into
the county. Such hearings for Bristol took place immediately after the
Somerset assizes and were conducted by the senior judge of assize on
the Western Circuit. Charles Houlden Walker commented:

The General Assize of Nisi Prius is held in Bristol but once a year. Hence arises [a]
grievance to the Inhabitants; the suitors in transitory actions on this account obliged
either to put up with the inconvenience, or, if a prompt decision of their cases be
necessary, to lay their venues elsewhere; whereby they incur great additional costs, in
the travelling expenses of their Solicitors and Witnesses ... [In] actions which are tried
at the Nisi Prius Bar in Bristol final judgement cannot be obtained, where the cause of
suit occurs so late as Trinity vacation in any year for about sixteen months ... When
these things are considered, can it be said that the Citizens of Bristol enjoy, in common
with their Countrymen, the benefits of the Great Charter, wherein it is declared 'neither
justice nor right shall be deferred nor denied to any man?'54

Manorial (Courts Baron and Hundred Courts)
Manorial courts dealt with many matters concerning the administration
of the manor including the abatement of nuisances, petty crimes and the

The mayor was on the commission and sat on the bench during the
hearings but did not try cases or take any part in the proceedings. This
court continued until the reforms introduced· by the Courts Act 1971.
A postea book for the 18th century is at Bristol Record Office. The
postea was a formal statement, which gave an account of the findings of
the jury and of any directions and certificates given by the judge at the
trial. Each postea in the book contains a receipt signed by the attorney
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for the successful party who apparently received an official copy of the
court's decision. Other records are available at the National Archives
(Public Record Office). 55
Coroner56
The earliest reference to the appointment of a Coroner in Bristol was in a
charter of 125657 and the 1373 charter stated that 'the Sheriff and Coroners
of the said town of Bristol for the time being for ever shall have the power
of receiving appeals of the death of a man and also of whatsoever other
felonies perpetrated and to be perpetrated within the said town of Bristol the
suburbs and precinct.' In addition to the investigation of deaths not
reasonably attributed to natural causes the coroner also dealt with cases of
treasure trove and deodands (things forfeited to the Crown as having caused
human deaths). Latimer reports that in 1650:

·.f

A small vessel had lurched over in the harbour causing the death of a labourer, and,
according to the ancient law dealing with such fatalities, the ship and its cargo were
thereby forfeited as 'deodand'; the medieval intention being that the value of the
forfeiture should be devoted to the payment of masses for the soul of the person killed.
The Council, recognising the hardship of the penalty, surrendered the ship to its owner
on payment of £10, half of which sum was given to the deceased man's sister.58

The incident illustrates the fact that the Corporation's 'ownership' of the
courts could be profitable. That the concept of deodands was becoming
an anachronism by the middle of the nineteenth century was illustrated
by the action of a Birmingham jury in 1838 who declared that two
locomotives belonging to the Grand Junction Railway were liable to be
forfeited because they caused the death of an employee. Deodands were
abolished by statute in 1846. 59
Inquests held by the Coroner, often with a jury, usually took place in
a public house until 1902 when a court was provided at Quaker's Friars.
Records of inquests for the period 1707 to 1830 are with the Quarter
Sessions papers and inquisitions from 1936 and reports from 1951 are
held by Bristol Record Office. Records of inquests between 1830 and
1936 appear to have been destroyed.
Consistory Court
'The Bishop of Bristol exercised jurisdiction over parishes known as the
"city and deanery of Bristol" in his consistory court there. '60 In its
judicial capacity the court dealt with breaches of the canon law covering
such diverse matters as defamation, probate disputes, and matters of
clergy discipline; it also adjudicated on matrimonial disputes and
investigated sexual misdemeanours. Latimer records that in 1712:

Consistory Court, Bristol Cathedral, 1908 from 'Bristol As It Is and
As It Was' by George Frederick Stone (Bristol 1909)

the records of the Consistory Court show that Ann Roberts of St. Augustine's had been
convicted of having committed incest with her father and that by the sentence of the
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In later years the increasing importance of the justices led to the
decline of the Court Leet.
Some presentments by Grand Juries at Courts Leet during the years
1628 to 1666 have survived.

chancellor she was ordered to repair to the cathedral at the hour of morning prayer on
the 22nd of March and to stand in the choir before the minister and congregation, clad
in a white sheet and bearing a white wand during the whole of the service, and was,
further, after the second lesson to make a humble confession of, and profess penitence
for her crime. 61

The court's powers were greatly diminished by 19th century acts of
parliament. The court also had administrative functions principally
relating to probate and marriage. A writer in 1913 described the court:
The Consistory Court is an upstair room reached by a staircase from the south transept
of the Cathedral. The date 1667 is marked on the outside of the door by lines of nails,
and the room has an old-world appearance. Its use, except as a storehouse for
documents is extremely rare. The straight-back chair fronting a desk or table at the end
of the room, is that of the Bishop's Registrar. 62

Seven years later a much improved court was opened. As the Bristol
Evening News63 reported 'A spacious apartment in the [newly opened]
Diocesan Church House [in Queen's Road] has been reserved for the
Consistory Court, a fact pointing to the definite abandonment of the curious
room at the Cathedral being used for this branch of ecclesiastical work'.
The Court's records from the sixteenth century are at Bristol Record
Office and set out in detail in Records of the Diocese of Bristol by Isabel
M. Kirby (Bristol 1970). In 1988 Bristol Record Society and Bristol and
Gloucestershire Archaeological Society jointly published Guide to the
Probate Inventories of the Bristol Deanery of the Diocese of Bristol (15421804) by Edwin and Stella George; the volume contains a map showing the
extent of the City and Deanery of Bristol. Probate inventories for the years
1542-1650 and for the years 1657-1689 have also been published. 64

i
j

Justices in Petty Session
Under the 1373 charter the mayor, recorder and aldermen constituted the
magistracy. In 1499 there were six aldermen (including the recorder) and
in 1581 the number was increased to twelve. The effect of this was that
justices were appointed and could be removed by the mayor and
common council. By the early eighteenth century they were meeting
daily dealing principally with petty crime and nuisances.
Acland made himself extremely unpopular by being very critical of
the court's procedure and compared its lack of a professional atmosphere
unfavourably with the sittings of other local justices at Bedminster and
Failand. In the note accompanying the illustrations of the Bristol court
and that at Bow Street he pointed out that:
In [Bristol] there is no accommodation for the public - there are no seats for Reporters.
The scene is taken from our first attempt to procure the Bristol Police Reports, when
as of necessity, we stood behind the acting Magistrate, and Sir Richard Vaughan
vociferated 'Mr. Mayor ... do you know there's a person following you about and
writing down what passes?' The Dock is about one-sixth part of the room. The interior
of Bow-Street presents a view of sitting Magistrates with good accommodation for the
Reporters and ample space below the platform for the public. 67

The dispute finished inconclusively. Latimer records that as late as
1677 the Cathedral authorities continued to claim that the Corporation
had no jurisdiction over the Cathedral and its precincts. 66

He described a number of cases w_here the offence comprised a minor
assault and criticised the justices because they saw it as their task to try
to reconcile the parties instead of dealing with the case judicially and
making a finding of guilt or innocence. However his account does not
portray the whole picture because the court dealt with a number of
different offences that he does not describe. The petty sessions information
book for 1823 refers to cases of drinking during the hours of divine
service, absentee apprentices, coaches plying for hire without being
licensed, a carriage proprietor refusing to take a passenger and another
driving furiously, boatmen disregarding instructions from the harbour
master, boys exposing themselves whilst swimming in the harbour,
obstruction of the footpath by sellers of various sorts of goods and a man
who enlisted in the 73rd Regiment of Foot whilst still a private in the
North Gloucestershire Militia. In cases where the offence was proved the
bench usually imposed fines or short terms of imprisonment.
The court met at the Council House in Corn Street and advice on
legal questions was given to the justices by the mayor's clerk, a post that
was created in 1787.
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CRIMINAL JURISDICTION
Court Leet
The civic authorities claimed the right to hold a court leet (or lawday)
with a view of frankpledge which had been granted to them by charter
in 1331. This was in origin a manorial court dealing with petty crime
and nuisances. The right was jealously guarded and was the subject of
a long running dispute (which lasted from 1491 until 1496) between the
mayor and burgesses and the Abbot of St Augustine's concerning the
extent of their jurisdiction. As the civic authorities claimed:
The said maire Bailiffs and Commonalitie ... in lyke wise have a viewe of Frankplegge
by all the said Toun and Burgh for the tyme being. And all that to a viewe of
,Frankplegge and lauday in any wise apperteigneth or bilongeth.65

Acland was similarly critical of the Gloucestershire justices who met
in petty session just outside the city boundary at Lawfords Gate.
The Municipal Corporations Act 183568 brought about many changes
in the legal and administrative life of the city. The act came into effect
in 1836 and from then onwards all justices were appointed by the Lord
Chancellor and they appointed their own clerk. The Summary
Jurisdiction Act 184869 and the Indictable Offences Act 184870
introduced codes of practice for petty sessional courts but, despite this,
procedure was still of a casual nature and continued to be so until the
appointment of Thomas Holmes Gore as magistrates' clerk in 1875. The
court still sat in cramped quarters.

It was a curious little room in which no accommodation was provided for the public.
A prisoner brought up from the cells below found himself .... in a small stone-paved
area sometimes called the 'saw pit' ... The area was ... from a hygienic standard far
from satisfactory ... To deodorize the impure atmosphere in this little court it was
customary to bring in a small machine which sent out a cloud of medicated steam. Mr.
Gore's arrival revolutionised the procedure hitherto followed in the old court in the
Council House. Mr. Brice, his predecessor, left the clerical work to an assistant,
contenting himself with walking into court now and then and standing near the justices'
clerk while the case was being heard. He now and then gave a bit of legal advice in
his concise shrewd fashion, but most of the business was done without his assistance.
Cases were rattled through in the speediest fashion, scarcely any notes being taken.
This sufficed in most instances, the defendants being dealt with summarily, but now
and then an accused had to go for trial and the depositions of the witnesses were
required in writing. When this occurred the witnesses were taken into another room
where their evidence was repeated and written down. It was not a very satisfactory
plan, but one never heard of any complaint arising from it. Mr. Gore changed all this
and during the whole of the long period during which he was clerk he was extremely
careful in personally writing down the evidence. It was a laborious and tedious process
and made the proceedings much longer than under the old regime.71

'The Bristolian' 20 June 1827
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The court moved into more satisfactory premises in Bridewell Street in
March 1880 and the premises were extended in 1903.
Statutes increased the number of offences dealt with and by the early
half of the twentieth century magistrates' courts generally were disposing
of 95% of all criminal cases.72 Most of the administrative tasks
performed by justices were removed to the local authorities in 1836 but
the control of licensed premises continued to provide a substantial part
of their workload.
Few early records have survived, the earliest being petty session
information books from 1821 to 1838. 73 Fuller records are available
from the end of the nineteenth century. An account of the Lawfords Gate
bench can be found in S.R. Woods' notes for the history of Westbury
on-Trym. 74
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Quarter Sessions before 1836
In addition to sitting daily in petty sessions, justices also sat quarterly at
the Guildhall in the Court of Quarter Sessions. They dealt with a number
of administrative matters and criminal cases that were too serious for
petty sessions but not serious enough for the Court of Gaol Delivery.
Blackstone indicates that the jurisdiction of the Quarter Sessions 'extends
to the trying and determining all felonies and trespasses whatsoever:
though they seldom, if ever, try any greater offence than small felonies
within the benefit of clergy.' 75 A number of justices sat on these
occasions but the legal work was done by the town clerk (always a
barrister of three years' standing) who, although not a justice himself,
charged the jury and pronounced the sentences. The administration of the
court was in the hands of the clerk of arraigns; the first appointment to
this post recorded by Beaven was in 1788.
As well as dealing with crime the court also dealt with a number of
administrative matters. The varied nature of these can be seen from the
fact that records include 18th century horse books (horse sellers had to
keep records of their sales), registers of burials in woollen (this was
compulsory from 1667 to 1814), friendly societies' articles of
association, removal and bastardy orders, petitions for relief from
insolvent debtors, complaints regarding dangerous walls and petitions for
lights to be installed in public places. A number of judicial records exist,
the earliest being a series of minute books dating from 1595. The
principal records comprise 'bundles,' documents of record on parchment
(e.g. jurors' presentments, lists of jurors and indictments) and 'papers'
comprising documents used during the hearing (e.g. witness statements
and affidavits). Many of the records relate both to the Quarter Sessions
and the Gaol Delivery. A considerable number of the 'papers' for the
years from 1699 to 1804 have been transcribed and indexed and are
available at Bristol Record Office.
The court came to an end following the Municipal Corporations Act
1835 although the act gave to the newly elected corporations the right to
petition for a separate Court of Quarter Session and to appoint a
recorder.

A charter of 1499 enacted that Bristol should have six aldermen of
whom the recorder should be one. The position and duties of this office
may be described as:

Court of Oyer, Terminer and Gaol Delivery
The 1373 charter granted to the mayor and the Bristol justices the right
to try felonies and to deliver the gaol and it also excluded the justices
assigned to take assizes in Gloucestershire and Somerset from having
any criminal jurisdiction within the town. Gaol delivery was the process
by which a court tried every prisoner in gaol for some alleged crime and
either convicted or discharged them.

Our various Judicial functionaries are now decently located; but there was a time when
their several courts were very shabby and tumble-down affairs indeed. While yet that
great uncouth looking edifice-the old Guildhall stood, justice was at times administered
with anything but dignity and decorum. The chief portion of the great hall was
occupied by the Sessions, and once a year by the Assize, while at the lower end was
a smaller court where the late Mr. A. Palmer [the nephew of the former prothonotary
of the Tolzey Court] administered justice in matters whose gravity did not exceed the
weight of forty shillings. The division between the two courts was like the boundary
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A certain Magistrate or Judge having criminal and civil jurisdiction in a city or
borough. The Recorder was originally a person with legal knowledge appointed by the
Mayor and Aldermen to 'record' or keep in mind the proceedings of their courts and
the customs of their city, his oral statement of these being taken as the highest
evidence of fact.76

The first recorder known to us was Wm. de Colford who, in 1344,
caused the Little Red Book to be kept as a record- of the town's
ordinances, customs and liberties.
In Bristol the recorder never presided over any civil court (except for
the Tolzey Court after 1835) nor did he sit with the other justices in
petty or quarter session but it became the practice for the gaol to be
delivered by him and in the oath by Thomas Hannam, chosen as recorder
in 1585, he swore:
I shall ... truly and indifferently geve myne advise to the uttermost of my skyll, in all
manner of pleas or causes to be holden in any of the Queenes Courtes of Record within
the said Citye ... I shall mayntaine no untrue qrerelle in any of the said Courtes nor
staye the lawfull proceedings thereof without cause reasonable.77

The men appointed as Recorders were almost without exception
prominent lawyers and few, if any of them did not attain high judicial
office. The list
includes Thomas Cromwell, Earl of Essex, one Lord Chancellor ... three
Commissioners of the Great Seal. .. ten Chief Justices of one or other of the English
Courts of Law ... two Masters of the Rolls ... four puisne Judges in England ... and one
in Scotland ... two held the Attorney Generalship, ... one the Solicitor Generalship ...
and one a Master in Chancery ... two ... were Speakers of the House of Commons ...
one ... Speaker of the House of Lords ... one ... Secretary to the Treasury, and one ...
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster ... Thirteen were MPs for Bristol.78

However, not all of them were popular. Sir Vickery Gibbs (1794-1812)
was known as 'Vinegar Gibbs' on account of the sourness of his temper
and the bitterness of his language, and the arrival of Sir Charles
Wetherell (1827-1846) in the city in October 1831 was the incident that
triggered the notorious reform riot.
The atmosphere in the petty sessions court has already been
described. It appears that the guildhall was not any more peaceful.
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between France and Belgium, an imaginary line, which led to an occasional collision
between the two jurisdictions. 'Silence!' the presiding chief of the superior court would
say, 'The noise is from the Court of Requests' would perhaps be the answer, and
sometimes a message would be sent down to urge the necessity of the actors in the
inferior tribunal conducting their proceedings sotto voce. Now, small powers are very
touchy at being dictated to by larger ones, and it rnig,ht be that the herald would
receive an answer couched not merely in strong language, but actually in phrase not
to be repeated to ears polite.
Who is there that does not recollect old Sir Charles Wetherell dozing away on the
judgment seat at the end of the great hall? Fierce down below around the bar table
would be waging a forensic strife. The leader of the Sessions - now no longer
practising as an advocate - would have taken an objection to an irregular question. The
counsel on the other side - a cool veteran who is yet among us - knew perfectly well
that the question was decidedly irregular but he was equally well aware that Sir Charles
was in slumber sweet at that moment and that his conveniently 'leading' interrogation
would be answered before the judge could awake to over-rule it. So the question would
be answered, and then in great wrath would gesticulate the other counsel, who was not
of the meekest or the coolest temper. The 'juniors' who sat round the table would
laugh at the fun, the spectators would take up the chorus, and then Sir Charles would
awake and say, 'Go on, Mr. S---,' all oblivious to the fierce forensic scene which had
just been enacted.
Bankruptcy was administered in lofts upstairs, and the barristers robed in an old
garret munificently furnished by the city with a tenpenny looking-glass in which the
advocates adjusted their wigs and spoke of the Bristol Municipal authorities in anything
but complimentary phrase. But now things are managed better. Albeit occasionally
cavilled at on the score of ill-ventilation, we have on the whole decent courts for all
our Judicial functionaries, and our Recorders do not go to sleep.79

The Guildhall was rebuilt; the same journalist reported:

The foundation stone of the present Hall was laid on the 30th October 1843, amidst a
miniature deluge, which nearly drowned the sword bearer in his fur cap, sent the
Mayor home dripping in his state robes, and washed all the glory out of the togery of
the Provincial Grand and other Lodges of the Province of Bristol.

Sir Vickery ('Vinegar') Gibbs, Recorder of Bristol, 1794-1817
(Bristol Reference Library, Braikenridge Collection)

The geographical jurisdiction extended to crimes committed in the
Severn between Kingroad and the Holms; this was illustrated by the trial
of Captain Goodere for the murder of his brother on board H.M.S. Ruby
then lying at Kingroad. 80
Some exceptions to the court's exclusive jurisdiction occurred when
crimes were so serious as to warrant the appointment of a special
commission to try them. In 1685 Chief Justice Jeffreys came to the city
following the Monmouth Rebellion; in 1714 three judges were appointed
to try men accused of rioting at the election following the death of
Queen Anne and in 1832 Lord Chief Justice Tindal and two other judges
delivered the gaol following the riots of the previous year.
The court sat once a year and this fact did not pass without comment.
As one critic commented:
there is but one Gaol-delivery throughout the year; that when this Gaol-delivery, as it
is ludicrously called takes place, the far greater number of prisoners, instead of being
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tried are remanded for the Quarter-Sessions; and that these Sessions are almost
invariably adjourned, sometimes from one month to another - the accused during these
protracted periods remaining in durance vile; thus oppressively suffering, as far as the
excess of confinement goes, the pains and penalties of guilt.81

Fifteen years later the Commissioners on Municipal Corporations
reported that:
The Court of Oyer and Terminer and general Gaol Delivery is held before the mayor,
recorder and one or more of the other aldermen. The time for holding it is not
prescribed by the charter, but is generally in April; and in compliance with a
representation from the citizens, made eight or ten years ago, it has been usual since
then to hold a second gaol delivery in October if there are any prisoners for this court
to try ... At the gaol delivery the trials are all conducted by the recorder, who charges
the jury and pronounces the sentence. The whole gaol is not delivered by the sitting
of this court, as in the greater number of cases the prosecutors are bound over to the
quarter sessions, but a court of quarter sessions is generally held at the same time,
which completes the delivery.

The court ceased to exist after the implementation of the Municipal
Corporations Act 1835 and from that time trials of the more serious
criminal offences took place at the Gloucestershire Assizes. The
Corporation made a number of representations to the Government for an
assize to hear criminal cases to be held at Bristol but this was not
granted until 1865 from which time the city became part of the Western
Circuit.
Gaol Delivery Fiats from 1741 to 1828 are held by Bristol Record
Office. 82 Many other records are with those of the quarter sessions.
Records of cases heard after 1835 will be found at the National Archives
(Public Record Office).83
Quarter Sessions from 1836
Whilst the Municipal Corporations Act abolished the old-style quarter
sessions it also made provision for corporations to petition the
Government for a new court under a Crown Commission and for the
appointment of a recorder to preside over it. This was done and Sir Charles
Wetherell (who was recorder at the time of the 1831 riots) was appointed
to the position on 30 June 1836. The Court dealt with the middle range
of criminal offences and continued sitting until the judicial reforms
introduced by the Courts Act 1971. The administration of the court was
in the hands of the clerk of the peace, a post that was created in 1836.
Recorders' notebooks from 1945 are held at Bristol Record Office.

'be removed and laid upon his back in prison with so much weight upon
his body as he could bear and that he be given small quantities of dry
bread and water on alternate days until he died.'85 Latimer records that
in 1616 this penalty was exacted upon a prisoner who insisted on being
tried 'by God and Somersetshire' and, again, that in 1736 John Vernon
who was charged with burglary on St. Michael's Hill persisted in
'standing mute' and was threatened with the same procedure; he relented
but was nevertheless tried and convicted and sentenced to death. Peine
forte et dure was abolished in 1772.
Imprisonment did not become the principal form of punishment until
the middle of the nineteenth century. For comparatively minor offences
justices resorted to such devices as the stocks and the trebuchet or
ducking stool. In 1621 a new ducking stool was erected on the north
bank of the Frome near the Weir and a few weeks later a 'vixenish
woman from Redcliff was set in this stool, whirled over the river and
ducked three times by the city beadles who received two shillings for
their pains.' The implement, which was also used for brewers and bakers
who used false weights or sold adulterated articles, was renewed as late
as 1754. Magistrates were not averse to using what now appear to be
unorthodox methods of punishment. In 1654 a blacksmith of the city and
a woman from Tewkesbury 'having been convicted of incontinence were
ordered to be set on a horse, back to back, and so exhibited through
High Street, Redcliff Street, Thomas Street and Wine Street, the bellman
preceding the culprits and proclaiming their crime.'
Corporal punishment was resorted to over a long period. In 1672 a
felon was ordered to be whipped 'till the blood comes, next market day.'
The Bristol Journal of 4 December 1819 reported:

A man who has been loitering about our city for some days, and who was taken to the
Council-house charged with being a nuisance, was publicly whipped on Tuesday at the
pump in Wine Street, and immediately after passed to his parish. We cannot too highly
applaud the conduct of the magistrates.

Sentencing84
Before a prisoner could be tried he had to plead 'guilty' or 'not guilty'.
On occasions an accused refused to plead and in such cases the court
resorted to a procedure known as peine forte et dure and ordered that he

In the same publication for 22 April 1822 it was noted that a man
convicted of stealing a piece of meat received 48 lashes at Wine Street
pump and that during the 'exhibition' several persons in the crowd had
their pockets picked. At the Quarter Sessions in January 1921 the
chairman of the juvenile bench pointed out that there were difficulties in
cases where boys of different ages were charged with the same offence
because birching was only available to those under the age of fourteen;
he suggested that the remedy was to raise the age.
In the seventeenth century persons convicted of petty theft were on
occasions sentenced to be branded on the cheek. Some offenders
apparently bribed the sheriffs to apply the branding iron in a cold state
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but on one occasion in 1697 the ruse was discovered and the magistrates
fined the sheriffs five nobles 'for not burning Isaac Tucker according to
sentence.'
The sentences usually handed down by the court of gaol delivery for
more serious offences were transportation and hanging. The former
sentence was imposed during much of the eighteenth and the first quarter
of the nineteenth centuries, often for what now appear to be trivial
offences. The sentence was not necessarily served abroad, some
offenders spent the whole of the term in a local prison or a hulk. There
is a detailed account of this topic in Bristol Transported by John F.
Mackeson.86
Public executions took place at St. Michael's Hill until the new prison
was erected in Cumberland Road; Latimer estimated that, when Mary
Ann Burdock was executed there for the murder of Clara Ann Smith on
15 April 1835, there were some 50,000 spectators. Prisoners sentenced
to death were frequently reprieved; in the eighteenth century the civic
authorities regularly incurred expenditure in order to obtain pardons.87
Those unlucky enough not to be reprieved were not merely hanged; in
1821 John Horwood was convicted of murder and the court's sentence
was:
Let him be hanged by the neck until he shall be dead on Friday 13th April instant, and
let his body be delivered to Mr. Richard Smith, of this City, Surgeon, to be dissected
and anatomized.

The sentence followed a statute of 175288 the recital to which read:

Whereas the horrid crime of Murder has of late been more frequently perpetrated than
formerly, &c contrary to the known humanity and genius of the British Nation; and
whereas it is thereby become necessary that some further terror and peculiar mark of
infamy be added to the Sentence of Death: - Be it enacted &c that such Body shall be
delivered to be dissected and anatomized; provided that it be not hung in chains.

Despite pleas from Horwood's family, Smith insisted on dissecting the
body, which he did in the presence of a considerable body of spectators.
Latimer notes particulars of over 120 persons who were executed
between 1705 and 1800. 89 The Municipal Commissioners recorded that
nine persons were sentenced to death in 1829, seven in 1830 and nine in
1831. 90

Bristol's Prisons
At the beginning of the nineteenth century Bristol had two prisons. The
bridewell, or house of correction, intended to receive prisoners for
punishment and reformation through hard labour and discipline and
situated in or near the present Bridewell Street, appears to have been in
existence as early as the fourteenth century; it was referred to in 1390 as
Monksbrigg Prison.91 It was seriously damaged in the 1831 riots and
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had to be entirely rebuilt. The new bridewell reopened in 1835 on the
northern side of Bridewell Lane; the site of the old gaol on the other side
of the lane was later used for the central police station. However it was
soon not large enough; it was accommodating 100 prisoners in cells built
to hold 56 and had to be extended. It finally clos�d in 1878 when central
government took over responsibility for the prison system. The site,
saving a portion required for the extension of Rupert Street, was leased
to Messrs. H.H. & S. Budgett who built a warehouse on part of it. 92
The other prison at Newgate (near the present Wine Street) was used
to accommodate debtors and prisoners awaiting trial. Latimer recorded
that in October 1612:

The Common Council ... made a new ordinance for the regulation of Newgate prison.
The gaoler was required to keep a stock of beer on the premises for the consumption
of the prisoners and visitors the price of a 'full quart' of single beer being fixed at a
halfpenny ... A poor prisoner made drunk ... was relegated to the stocks ... Debtors
were clearly allowed to stroll out during the day-time for it was ordered that the gaoler
should not suffer a prisoner to stray beyond the city boundaries ... In 1621 it was
ordered that persons imprisoned for debt ... should pay a fee of 2s. on admission, 8d.
a meal for their diet and 4d. a night for lodging. Poor debtors and felons, consigned
to a dungeon called Traitors' Ward were to pay 12d. weekly 'and no more'.93

He also described the manner in which charitable citizens formed a
society for the relief of debtors and the fact that a Frenchman, later
identified as Jean Paul Marat who played a prominent part in the French
Revolution until dispatched by Charlotte Corday, was at one time
imprisoned in Newgate for petty debts.94 When imprisonment for debt
was abolished in 1870 there was only one debtor to be liberated, since
the bankruptcy legislation of 1861 had already reduced the number of
debtors in prison.
By the end of the eighteenth century Newgate was said to be in a
deplorable condition and in 1820 it was replaced by a modem gaol in
Cumberland Road. 95 This establishment, like the bridewell, also
suffered from the mob during the 1831 riots.

At the entrance to the gaol was the turnkey's lodge, containing a hall, bedroom,
bakehouse, reception cells and day room over. On the top of this lodge was erected the
scaffold.
A big courtyard led to the Governor's house, the windows of which commanded
a view of every part of the prison. No one succeeded in escaping in Gardner's [the
governor between 1838 and 1878] time. In 1855 a new chapel was built entirely by the
prisoners, 'free of cost to the city.'
The wing on the left of the entrance was for women debtors in front and male
debtors at the back. On the right was an identical wing (126 feet long and 34 feet
broad) for women prisoners and male debtors. Behind were two back wings, 93 feet
long and 34 feet broad, for felons.
The extent of the outer walls was four acres and one rood. The length of the
building from east to west was 358 feet, and there was accommodation for 215
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prisoners, The boundary wall - 20 feet high - was built of variegated marble from St.
Vincent's Rocks.
'The gaol was supplied with water from a 100-feet-deep well raised means of a
tread wheel. This was very ingeniously contrived, there being a partition between each
man on it, which divides the wheel into small compartments, and the prisoners are shut
up as within a box, the ventilation and light being provided for through slits in the
door. By this means all communication between the prisoners is most effectually
precluded. '96

By the last half of the nineteenth century there was pressure from the
Home Office the replace the prison and in 1873 the Corporation bought
Horfield Pleasure Gardens as the site for a new one. Plans for the new
building were prepared but the Corporation took no action because they
became aware of a proposal to transfer all local gaols to central
government. This took place in 1877 and the new prison was ready in
1883. The site of the Cumberland Road gaol was sold to the Great
Western Railway Company in 1895 for £22,500. 97
Another gaol that suffered from the depredations of the mob in 1831 was
at Lawfords Gate, just outside the city boundary in Gloucestershire. 98
A spacious strong prison of stone on the Howardian plan has lately been completed for
the suburbs of Bristol in Glocestershire. It has 70 separate cells, a chapel, a hall for the
justices in its front, which extends about 150 feet, and the whole is surrounded with
a strong wall 20 feet high. This stands at the end of a street called Glocester-street, and
as it is without the place where Lawfords-gate stood, it is named Lawfords-gate
Bridewell ... the suburbs of Bedminster in Somerset ... also have a Bridewell, tho' but
little used as offenders are quickly sent to Shepton-mallet jail.99

Bristol's 'Legal Quarter'
Until the gaol moved to Cumberland Road and the magistrates' court to
Bridewell Street, the sites · of the courts and the prisons were within very
easy reach of each other. In 1712 William Goldstone described it thus: 100
Two nobler structures of an ample size
On either the public Tolzey rise;
The Seat of Justice a in majestic State,
A weighty pile in plainest Beauty great.
Here Magistrates in civil Order meet
And weekly Cares in Legal Forms repeat,
Dispensing Justice for the Bench of Law
To save the Injur'd and the Victors aw.
The Southward Range b in shelving Breadth descends
A Church with portal Arch the Prospect ends;

A Judgment Hall c commands the middle space,
A King in outward Nich adorns the Place.
Here Legal Officers in Trains resort
And humming Noises fill the busy Court.
Here fine-mouth'd Students of the Knotty L<;1w
Sharp poinant Tongues for verbal Combat draw.
The Street above ct in long extended Lines
More to the Eastward than to the North inclines
Till an old Fabrick e terminates the view,
Where mournful Debtors weep in ghastly Hue.
Here rude Invaders of the sacred Law
In Sin and Fetters chain'd, in Dungeons draw
Unwholsome air, or favour'd to their Shame
Thro' a Nun's Lettice Poverty proclaim.
A gloomy Haunt of Beggery and Lice,
A medley Scene of Penitence and Vice.
Some Reprobates in hellish language swear
And Loads of Sin on harden'd Conscience bear;
Horror, Distraction and amazing Woe
Precede the Tryal and, as Lictors go;
With hov'ring Wings the Dread of Future Fates
Broods on the Conscience, and an Hell creates;
Condemning Thoughts in Legal Judges Room
Forboding Death, anticipates the Doom;
Till trembling Wretches, shockt with guilty Fear,
From awful Bench a real Sentence hear;
Then follows Darkness and corrosive Chains,
The Scripture Emblems of eternal Pains.
But Gracious God the fearful Lot relieve,
And thieves once more in Paradise receive.

c The Guildhall.
d Wine Street.
e Newgate.

a The Council House.
b Broad Street.
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NOTES

l. Bristol Charters 1155-1373 ed. N. Dermott Harding (BRS vol 1, 1930) page 119.
2. The exception comprises those civil cases heard in the central courts (e.g. King's
Bench, Common Pleas, Chancery, Exchequer).
3. 'Bristol Corporation Archives' (Trans BGAS vol. 48, 1926) pages 236-7.
4. Bristol Charters 1155-1373 ed. N. Dermott Harding (BRS vol. 1, 1930), Bristol
Charters 1378-1499 ed. H.A. Cronne (BRS vol. 11, 1946), Bristol Charters 1509-1899
ed. R.C. Latham (BRS vol. 12, 1946).
5. Latimer Annals of Bristol in the Seventeenth Century page 67.
6. Two volumes have been printed: The Deposition Books of Bristol 1643-1647 ed. H.E.
Nott (BRS vol. 6, 1935) and The Deposition Books of Bristol 1650-1654 ed. H.E. Nott
and Elizabeth Ralph (BRS vol. 13, 1948).
7. For a fuller description see Veale Intro pages 2 and 27.
8. The Great Red Book of Bristol - Text (Part 1) ed. E.W.W. Veale (BRS vol. 2, 1931) page 98.
9. Veale Intro page 53.
10. Veale Intro page 6.
11. Sandford D. Cole 'The Ancient Tolzey and Pie Poudre Courts of Bristol' (Trans BGAS
Vol 28, 1905 page 114).
12. The 'liberties and precincts' extended to the mouth of the Avon and included the
Severn as far as Clevedon, Flat Holm, Steep Holm and Denny Island.
13. Rickart's Calendar ed. Lucy Toulmin Smith (Camden Society 1872) page 52 footnote.
14. Quoted in Sandford Cole's article.
15. 8 & 9 Geo. 5, c. 23.
16. For a description of the Law Merchant procedure see 'Credit and the Bristol Merchant
in the Later Middle Ages' by Dr. E.W.W. Veale in Bristol and Its Adjoining Counties
ed. C.M. Macinnes and W.F. Whittard (Bristol 1955).
17. The process is described in Edward Clarke Practice and Pleading in the Tolzey Court
of the City and County of Bristol (1849) pages 28-29.
18. 'Statement respecting the Tolzey Court in the City of Bristol' by Arthur Palmer,
'Prothonotary of the Tolzey Court, Bristol, nearly 40 years past'. nd. [He was
appointed in 1789]. (BRO 03920).
19. J.A. Homes Practice of the Bristol Tolzey Court (1842) page 29.
20. Western Daily Press l August 1947.
21. Western Daily Press 9 October 1962.
22. 12 & 13 Eliz. II c. 97.
23. 27 Edw. III.
24. Patrick McGrath The Merchant Venturers of Bristol (Bristol 1975) page 4.
25. John Latimer History of the Society of Merchant Venturers of the City of Bristol
(Bristol 1903) page 15.
26. The Staple Court Books of Bristol ed. E.E. Rich (BRS vol. 5, 1934).

27. Great Red Book of Bristol, Text, Part 1 ed. E.W.W. Veal, (BRS vol. 2, 1931) page
121. See also Dr. E.W.W Veale 'The Bristol Tolzey Court', (Journal of the Society of
Public Teachers of Law (1936)), page 22.
28. Charter 17th December, 15 Henry VII (1499).
29. For a fuller description of the court's jurisdiction see The Deposition Books of Bristol
vol.l ed. H.E. Nott (BRS vol. 6, 1935) pages 7-8.
30. 5 February 24 Henry VI (1446) and 22 October 1 Edwa�d IV (1462).
31. The Little Red Book of Bristol vol. 1 ed. Francis B. Bickley (Bristol 1900) page 246.
32. For an account of these see Report pages 29 and 30.
33. Report page 22.
34. J.W. Damier Powell Bristol Privateers and Ships of War (Bristol 1930) page 101.
35. Latimer Annals of Bristol in the Seventeenth Century pages 4 and 5.
36. 12 January 4 Edward III (1331).
37. 1 William & Mary c.18 (1689).
38. Graham Bush Bristol and its Municipal Government 1820 to 1851 (BRS vol. 29, 1976)
page 55.
39. The Bristolian 22 August 1827.
40. Report page 29.
41. 1 Viet. c. 84 (1837).
42. Graham Bush Bristol and its Municipal Government 1820-1851 (BRS vol. 29, 1976)
page 161.
43. 56 Geo III c. 76 (1816).
44. BRL Jefferies Collection vol. 12 folio 198.
45. Ibid folio 202.
46. Letters on the Practice of the Bristol Court of Requests and Judicial Sinecures in
Bristol and Other Important Subjects (London 1820) BRL 9878.
47. Report page 28.
48. Elie Halevy England in 1815 (London 1913) page 36.
49. 9 & 10 Viet. c. 95 (1846).
50. 5 & 6 Viet. c. 122.
51. Latimer The Annals of Bristol in the Nineteenth Century page 449.
52. S.R. Woods' notes on the Henbury Hundred Court (BRO 32690 vol. 30).
53. 13 Edw I.
54. Letters on the Practice of the Bristol Court of Requests and Judicial Sinecures in
Bristol and Other Important Subjects (London 1820) page ix.
55. ASSI 22, 24 and 28.
56. This section is based largely on W. Pepperell Pitt 'The Coroners of Bristol' Trans
BGAS vol. 55, 1933 page 135.
57. 24 July 40 Henry III (1256).
58. Latimer The Annals of Bristol in the Seventeenth Century page 231.
59. An Act to Abolish Deodands 9 & 10 Viet. C.62.
60. Isabel M. Kirby Records of the Diocese of Bristol (Bristol 1970) page 48.
61. Latimer Annals of Bristol in the Eighteenth Century page 94.
62. George Frederick Stone Bristol As It Was and As It Is (Bristol 1909) page 198.
63. 13 October 1920. The article contains illustrations of the old and new courts.
64. Bristol Probate Inventories 1542-1650 edited by Edwin and Stella George with assistance
from Peter Fleming (BRS vol. 54, 2002) and Bristol Probate Inventories 1657-1689 edited
by Edwin and Stella George with assistance from Peter Fleming (BRS vol. 57, 2005).
65. The Great White Book of Bristol ed. Elizabeth Ralph (BRS vol. 32, 1979) page 20.
66. Annals of Bristol in the Seventeenth Century page 378.
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Abbreviations

BRL
BRO
BRS
Report

Trans BGAS
Veale Intro

Bristol Reference Library
Bristol Record Office.
Bristol Record Society
Municipal Corporations in England and Wales. Report on the City and
County of Bristol (1835)
Transactions of the Bristol & Gloucestershire Archaeological Society
Dr. E.W.W. Veale's Introduction to The Great Red Book of Bristol Text (Part III) Bristol Record Society vol.16, 1951.
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68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

The Bristolian 20 June 1827.
5 & 6 Wm. IV, c.76.
11& 12 Viet. c.43.
11 & 12 Viet. c. 42.
'Reminiscences of Bristol Police Court' Bristol Observer 4 October 1919.
Skryme The Justices of the Peace (Chichester 1994) page 822.
BRO JQS/1/3 to JQSl /15.
BRO 32690.
Commentaries (fifteenth edition 1809) Vol. IV page 270.
New English Dictionary quoted in The Recorders of Bristol Before 1835 by T.W. Williams
(Spottiswoode, London. 1910). BRL 17792. This pamphlet gives a fuller description of the
origins and duties of this officer and many of the men who occupied the position.
Rickart's Calendar ed. Lucy Toulmin Smith (Camden Society 1872) page 87.
T.W. Williams op cit pages 7-8.
The Bristol Times and Felix Parley's Journal 17 July 1858.
Latimer Annals of Bristol in the Eighteenth Century page 228 and The Trials of Samuel
Goodere Esq., Matthew Mahony and Charles White for the Murder of Sir John Dinely
Goodere On Board His Majesty's Ship the Ruby (London 1741).
Charles Houlden Walker Letters on the Practice of the Bristol Court of Requests, on
Judicial Sinecures in Bristol and Other Important Subjects (Bristol 1820).
The fiats for the period 1741 to 1799 are printed in Bristol Gaol Delivery Fiats 17411799 ed. Georges Lamoine (BRS vol. 40, 1989).
The reader is referred to the Public Record Office pamphlet English Assizes: Key for
Criminal Trials, 1559-1971. Papers for cases heard between 1836 and 1865 will be with
the records for the Oxford Circuit and for those after 1865 with the Western Circuit.
The examples quoted in this section can, for the most part, be found in the relevant
volume of Latimer's Annals of Bristol.
W.J. Byrne A Dictionary of English Law (London 1923).
Redcliffe Press, Bristol. 1987.
Latimer Annals of Bristol in the Eighteenth Century page 90.
An Act for the Better Prevention of the Horrid Crime of Murder (25 Geo II c. 37). The papers
relating to the case are at BRO 35893/36 [available on microfilm because the originals
are fragile]. See also Latimer Annals of Bristol in the Nineteenth Century page 17.
Annals of Bristol in the Eighteenth Century pages 136 and 294.
Report page 23.
Trans BGAS vol. 48 (1926) page 258. See also William Worcestre: The Topography of
Medieval Bristol ed. Frances Neale (BRS vol. 51, 2000) item numbers 46, 373, 392 and 411.
Latimer Annals of Bristol in the Nineteenth Century pages 205 and 469.
Annals of Bristol in the Seventeenth Century page 45.
Annals of Bristol in the Eighteenth Century pages 417 and 482.
For a full description of the negotiations to demolish the old and construct the new
gaols see Trevor Pearce 'The End of Bristol's Newgate Gaol' in the Regional Historian
Issue No 14 Winter/Autumn 2005/6 page 17. The article also details relevant sources.
Bristol Evening Post 13 February 1940.
Bristol Evening Post 23 February 1940.
The Governor's journal for 1820-26 and orders of Quarter Sessions 1844-66 are held
at Gloucester Record Office.
Matthews's New History of Bristol or Complete Guide and Bristol Directory for the
Year 1793-4 page 48.
A Poetical Description of Bristol (London 1712). BRL 27023.
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